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Abstract. Many interesting subclasses of to-regular languages have been characterized in terms of 
the product opology on ,vo,. We study the relationship between the topological hierarchy of 
to-regular languages and the complexity of the monadic second-order formulas defining them. 
Among others, it is proved that open to-regular languages are precisely the to-languages defined 
by the formulas of the form Vv3x3P(u, v, x), where u and v are to-word variables and x is a 
number variable. It is also proved that to-regular languages in the class of denumerable unions 
of closed sets are the to-languages defined by the formulas of the form 3v3xVyP(u, v, x, y). 
1. Introduction 
One of the fundamental results in the study of o~-languages in relation to finite 
automata is Biichi's work [1], which shows that an oJ-language A is oJ-regular (i.e., 
accepted by a finite automaton) if and only if A is definable by a formula of the 
monadic second-order theory for natural numbers (with the successor function). 
Using this result, he proved the decidability of the theory. 
The acceptance of o~-regular languages by means of deterministic finite automata 
is defined by using pairs of subsets of states, and is not so simple as for the case 
of regular languages (of finite words). Then alternative simpler conditions of 
acceptance were proposed and investigated, and it has been shown that some of 
them define interesting subclasses of oJ-regular languages, each of which can be 
neatly characterized in terms of the product opology on the set ,Y~' of all ~o-words. 
More specifically, suppose ~ is a finite automaton (with a set of accepting 
states) and define four types of acceptance of o~-words by ~ as follows: 
(1) ~ accepts an oJ-word u if and only if ~ visits an accepting state at least 
once in reading u. 
(2) ~ accepts u if and only if ~ visits only accepting states in reading u. 
(3) ~I~ accepts u if and only if~9~ is in an accepting state infinitely often in reading u. 
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(4) ~92 accepts u if and only if ~ is in accepting states almost always in reading u. 
Let Oi be the class of to-languages accepted by finite automata by acceptance of 
the type (i) above (i = 1-4) and let R be the class of to-regular languages. Then it 
has been proved that O1 = G c~ R, 02 = F c~ R, 03 = G' n R, and O4 = F' c~ R, where G 
(F, respectively) is the class of open (closed) sets, and G' (F', respectively) is the 
class of denumerable intersections (unions) of open (closed) sets (with respect o 
the product opology on ~o,). 
Then a natural question to ask is: can we characterize the subclasses O1-O4 by 
means of the formulas in the monadic second-order theory? For instance, if A is 
an to-language in the class 02, then for some finite automaton ~ we have 
A = {u 13v[(v is the 'run' of ~Yd for input u) 
^ Vx (v is in an accepting state at time x)]}. 
The informal condition for the set A can be expressed as a formula of the form 
3vVxP(u, v, x) of the theory; i.e., A is definable as 
A = {ul: lvVx P(u, v, x)}, 
where x is a variable ranging over natural numbers, u and v are variables ranging 
over to-words, and P is a formula without quantifiers. (We use boldface quantifiers 
for to-word variables to distinguish them from those for number variables.) On the 
other hand, we can prove that any to-language A which is definable by a formula 
of the form 3vVxP(u,  v, x) as above is in 02. Thus, an to-language A is in 02 if 
and only if A is definable by a prenex normal form formula with the prefix of type 
"3W'. So it may be said that the class 02 is characterized by the prefix type ":tV". 
Similar results can be proved for the classes O1, 03, 04, R, and O0( = O1 c~ 02). 
For instance, an to-language A is in O3 if and only if A = {ul'CvYx3y P(u, v, x, y)} 
for a formula P without quantifiers; A is in R if and only if A= 
{ul:~vVx3y P(u, v, x, y)}, which is also equivalent to the condition A= 
{ul3x'CvVy3zP(u, v  x,y, z)}. That is, the class O3 is characterized by the prefix 
of type "'¢'¢:1", and R is characterized by ":iV3" and also by "3'0'V3". 
In this paper, after providing necessary definitions and preliminary results, we 
shall study in Section 3 the prefixes that characterize the classes Oo, O1, 02, 03, 
and 04. In Section 4, we shall discuss similar characterizations of the class R. The 
results we have obtained are summarized in Fig. 1 (see Section 4). From these 
results, we almost always know what class of to-languages i  characterized by the 
given prefix type. However, in a few cases (where the prefix contains essentially no 
quantifiers for to-word variables), the answer to the question is still open. 
2. Preliminaries 
We call a mapping u from M = {0, 1, 2, . . .} to an alphabet Z an to-word over Z, 
and sometimes write u= aoala2.., where an = u(n) for each n in N. The prefix 
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aoal . . .  an-1 of u of length n is denoted by u[n]. We denote the set of all to-words 
over 2; by 27 0, and that of all finite words over 27 by 2~* just as usual. The empty 
word is denoted by e. 
Suppose ~ = (S, 27, 8, So) is a deterministic finite automaton with the finite set S 
of states, the input alphabet ,~, the transition function 8 :S  x 27 ~ S, and the initial 
state So in S. (We do not include the usual 'set of accepting states' in the definition 
of ~ . )  Extend the transition function 8 to 8:S  x27"~ S as usual (by 8(s, e )=s ,  
and 8(s, xa)= 8(8(s,  x), a). Then we define the mapping Run,n: 2~'~ $0, by 
Run,n(u) = SoS1 s2 . . . , 
where sn = 8(So, u[n]).  When ~ is clear from the context, we may suppress the 
subscript ~T~ and simply write Run(u). 
Suppose F is a subset of S and g2 is a family {(R1, Gi)] 1 ~< i<~ k} of pairs of 
subsets of S. We define the following five types of acceptance of to-languages by 
the pair (~ ,  F)  or (~ ,  g2); 
Ol(~fl~, F)  = {u ]Run(u) c~ F ~ 0}, 
02(~12, F) = {u IRun(u)__ F}, 
O3(~ , F )= {u I Run(u) r~ F ~0}, 
O4(~, f ) - -  {u [ Run(u)_c_ F}, 
O(~fl~, D) = {u ]for some (R, G) in D, Run(u) c~ R = 0 
and Run(u) c~ G ~ 0}, 
where Run(u) is the set of states appearing in Run(u), and Run(u) is the set of 
states appearing infinitely often in Run(u). 
An to-language A is said to be to-regular if A = O(~R, £J) for some deterministic 
finite automaton ~ and some ~. The class of to-regular languages is denoted by R, 
and the class of to-languages of the form O~(~, F)  is denoted by 0~ (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 
From the definition it is clear that 02 (04, respectively) is the class of complements 
of sets in O1 (03) and it is not so hard to prove that R properly includes 01-04 
[4, 5]. The class 01 m 02 is denoted by Oo. 
We can consider 270, as the topological space with the product topology of the 
discrete topology on 2;. Then a set A ~_ 2; 0, is open if and only if A = L270, for a 
language L ( ~ 27*), where L27 °' = {u I u[n] is in L for some n}. Let G (F, respectively) 
be the class of open sets (dosed sets), and G' (F', respectively) be the class of 
denumerable intersections (unions) of open sets (closed sets). Then the subclasses 
0o-04 of R are characterized as follows (see, e.g., [3, 4, 5]). 
Theorem 2.1.  O 1 = G f'3 R ,  O 2 ~-- F N R ,  O 3 = G '  (-3 R ,  and 04 = F '  • R .  
rheorem 2.2. Oo=GnF ={L.~ 0, ] L is a finite subset of  .~*}. 
Now we define the monadic second-order theory for natural numbers with the 
successor (SIS, for short). The theory SIS has two sorts of variables; the one is 
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number variables x, y, z , . . .  and the other is to-word variables u, v, w, . . . .  Number 
variables range over N, while each to-word variable u ranges over the set Z~' of 
to-words over an alphabet ,~,, associated with u. 
Let f be the successor function of ~. Then the terms of S 1S are either the constant 
0, number variables, or expressions of form f(0), f ( f (O) ) , . . . , f (x ) ,  
f ( f (x ) ) , . . . ,  which we shall abbreviate as 1, 2 , . . . ,  x + 1, x + 2 , . . .  respectively. The 
formulas of S1S are recursively defined as follows: 
(1) if t and t' are terms, then t < t' is a formula; 
(2) if t is a term, u is an to-word variable and a is a symbol in ~u, then u(t) = a 
is a formula; 
(3) if P and P' are formulas, then -1P, PvP ' ,  PAP', P->P', VxP, 3xP, VuP, 
3u P are formulas. Note that we use boldface quantifier symbols V and 3 for to-word 
variables. 
Thus, for example, 
u(O)= a ^  Vx3y(x  < y ^ u(y)= a) ^  3xVy(x  < y-->-au(y)= b) 
is a formula true for to-words u over an alphabet 2u that start with a and contain 
infinitely many a's, but finitely many b's. 
Let P(u) be a formula with a unique free variable u. Then we say that P defines 
the to-language {ulP(u) is true} over Z,,. More generally, if P(ul, U2, . . . ,  Ilk) is a 
formula with free variables ul, u2, . . . ,  Uk, then we say that P defines the to-language 
{(ul, u2 , . . . ,  uk) lP(ul, u2,.. ., Uk) is true}, 
where (u~, u2, . . . ,  Uk) denotes the to-word u over the alphabet E,,1 x Eu2 x. • • x 2,,k 
such that u(n) = (ul(n), u2(n) , . . . ,  Uk(n)) for each n. In this paper, when we write 
a formula as P(u~, u2 , . . . ,  Uk), we assume that P has no free variables other than 
Ul ,  I /2 ,  • " • , Uk"  
The following theorem due to Biichi [1] is the starting point of our research in 
this paper. 
Theorem 2.3. An to-language A is in R if and only if A is defined by an SIS-formula 
without free number variables. 
3. Subclasses of to-regular languages 
In this section, we study subclasses 00-04 of R in relation to the SIS-formulas. 
In studying the description power of these formulas, we restrict our attention to the 
formulas in prenex normal form. Let P be a formula in prenex normal form, say, 
Ql~lQ2~2... Q~k P' where Q1, Q2 , . . . ,  Q1, are quantifiers, ~1, ~2, . . . ,  sck are (either 
number or to-word) variables, and P' is a formula without quantifiers. Then we call 
the (possibly empty) sequence of quantifiers Q1Q2... Qk the prefix type of P. 
We say that a prefix type t characterizes a class 0 of to-languages if and only if 
O is the class of to-languages defined by formulas with the prefix type t. 
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First, we list closure properties of classes of to-languages that will be used in this 
section. Let 2~, 22 , . . . ,  2n be alphabets and let i be an integer such that 1 ~< i~ < n. 
Then the projection onto the ith coordinate is the mapping Pi : Z~ x 22 • • ' x 2n --> 2i 
such that p~(ux, u2 , . . . ,  un) = u~. For a subclass O of R, we say that O is closed under 
denumerable union (intersection, respectively) in R if the union (intersection) of 
denumerable to-languages in O is in O providing that the union (intersection) is
in R. 
Lemma 3.1. (1) The classes 00-04 are closed under finite union and finite intersection. 
(2) The class Oo is closed under complement. 
(3) The classes Oo, O1,02,  and 04 are closed under projections. 
(4) The classes 01 and 04 are closed under denumerable union in R. 
(5) The classes 02 and 03 are closed under denumerable intersection in R. 
Proof. The class R of to-regular language is closed under Boolean operations and 
projections [2]. Therefore, the closure properties of O1,02, Oa, 04 follow from 
Theorem 2.1 and the corresponding closure properties of G, F, G', F'. (Note that in 
the product space Z~' x 2~' x • • • x ~ the class of open sets is preserved by projec- 
tions. Since the product space is compact, the class of closed sets is also preserved 
by projections and so is the class of denumerable unions of closed sets.) The class 
Oo is closed under Boolean operations and projections ince Oo = O1 c~ 02. [] 
Theorem 3.2. The empty prefix type e characterizes 0o. 
Proof. If an to-language A is in Oo, then A =/_~o, for some finite LCE* .  Hence, 
A is denfied by the formula 
V A u( i )=a,  . 
aoa I ... a,,~L i=0 
Conversely, suppose P(u) is a formula with no quantifiers. Then we may assume 
that P(u) is a Boolean combination of atomic formulas of the form u(i) = a, where 
i is a constant in N (since P(u)  has no individual variables). Since the to-languages 
defined by formulas of the form u(i) = a are in Oo and the class O0 is closed under 
Boolean operations, the to-language defined by P(u) is in Oo. [] 
In the proof  of the next two theorems, we use the following abbreviations. Let 
• 2 = (S, 2, 8, So) be the deterministic automaton i  consideration. Then, for a subset 
F of S, v(x) ~ F stands for ~/s~F v(x) = s and run(u, v, x) stands for 
v(O)=so ^  A [v (x )=sAu(x)=a->v(x+l )=8(s ,a ) ] .  
s~S,a~ 
Note that v(x )~F  and run(u,v ,x)  are formulas without quantifiers, and 
Vx run(u, v, x) is a formula meaning that v equals Run(u). 
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The prefix type :IV characterizes O2. 
Proof. Let A = O2(~, F) for a deterministic finite automaton ~ and F ~ S. Then 
A is defined by the formula 
~lvVx [run(u, v, x) ^  v(x) ~ F]. 
For the converse, assume A is defined by a formula :lvVx Q(u, v, x). For each i in 
N, the formula Q(u, v, i) defines an to-language in Oo, say A ,  over ,Y., x E~. Then, 
Vx Q(u, v, x) defines the to-language (']~o Ai, and A = Pl((-]~o Ai). Hence, A is in 
02 by Lemma 3.1. [] 
Corollary 3.4. The prefix type V3 characterizes 01. 
Proof. Recall that any to-language in O1 is the complement of an to-language in 
02, and vice versa. [] 
Theorem 3.5. The prefix type :13V characterizes 04. 
Proof. Let A = O4(~, F) for a deterministic finite automaton ~ and F ~_ S. Then 
A is defined by the formula 
=iv::ixVy[run( u,v, y) ^  [ x < y --> v( y) ~ F]]. 
Conversely, assume A is defined by a formula 3v3xVy Q(u, v, x, y). Then, for each 
i in t~, the formula Vy Q(u, v, i, y) defines an to-language in 02, say Ai, over E, x E~, 
oo  
and we have A =Pl(Ui=o Ai). Hence, A is in O4 by Lemma 3.1. [] 
Corollary 3.6. The prefix type VV3 characterizes 03. 
These results yield many others via the following observation. 
Theorem 3.7. (0) I f  a prefix type t characterizes 0o, then so do :it and Vt. 
(1) I f  a prefix type t characterizes 0~, then so do 3t, Vt, and ::It. 
(2) I ra  prefix type t characterizes 02, then so do :~t, Vt, and Vt. 
(3) I f  a prefix type t characterizes 03, then so do Vt and Yr. 
(4) I f  a prefix type t characterizes 04, then so do 3t and 3t. 
ProoL We only prove the case for 0o, as the remaining parts can be shown similarly. 
Assume t characterizes 0o. Since Oo is closed under projections, :it also characterizes 
0o. From this and the closure of 0o under complement, we can show that V t also 
characterizes Oo. [] 
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4. The class of co-regular languages 
In this section we study the prefix types characterizing the class R. In Section 2, 
an w-regular languages was defined as the set A = 0(~)~, ~)  for a deterministic finite 
automaton ~ = (S, ,Y, ,3, So) and ~2 = {(Ri, G~)l 1 <~ i ~< k}. Thus, A is defined by the 
SIS-formula 
vv lvz  run(u, v, z) 
i 'D 
- '  V . (1) 
i= l  
Theorem 4.1. The prefix type :IVV:! characterizes R. 
Proof. Formula (1) is not in prenex normal form and the standard technique 
transforms it to the formula of the form 
Vv: lxVylVy2. . .  Vyk:lz P(u, v, x, Yl, Y2, . . . , Y~, z). 
To obtain a better characterization, we construct another deterministic automaton 
~ '  with a 'counter modulo k' attached. Formally, we define ~0~' as ~ '= 
(S x [k], Z, 8', (So, 1)), where [k] = {1, 2 , . . . ,  k}, 8'((s, i), a) = (8(s, a), i + 1) if i < k, 
and 8'((s, a), k)= (B(s, a), 1). Then it is clear that O(~Y~,/2) = O(~[R',/2'), where 
/2'= {(R[, G[)IR[ = Ri x [k] and G[ = Gi x [k], 1 ~< i ~< k}. Now consider the formula 
E Ys ]] 3x 'CvYy3z  A run(u, v, z) ^ v(x) = (s, i) i= l  
(2) 
-~[[x< y-'>--3v(y)eR[] a [y<z  ^  V(Z)~ G[]] . 
In (2), the value of x is also used to fix the pair (R[, G~) o f /2 ' .  Therefore, (2) 
defines the language O( M, ~2 ). [] 
It has been proved [1] that any o~-regular language is accepted by a nondeterminis- 
tic finite automaton with O3-type of acceptance. More precisely, we define a non- 
deterministic finite automaton ~ = (S, ~, 8, So) as the deterministic one except that 
8 is a function from S x 2~ to the powerset of S, and define 
O~(~g~,F)f{ulthere exists v in S °' such that v(O)=so, v(n+l)  is in 
8(v(n), u(n)) for all n, and v(n) is in F for infinitely many n}, 
where F is a subset of S. Then it is proved that A is to-regular if and only if 
A = O~(~Y~, F).  Hence, any to-regular language is defined by the formula 
3vWx3y[ v(0) = So 
^ A [v(x)=sAu(x)=a- ->v(x+l )~8(s ,a) ]  
seS, a¢~ 
^ [x<y ^ v(y)~ F ] ] .  
This proves the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.2. The prefix type ~lV3 characterizes R. 
Corollary 4.3. The prefix types '¢:13V and V3V characterize R. 
Proof. Since R is closed under complement, this is a direct consequence ofTheorems 
4.1 and 4.2. [] 
Our results are summarized in the (transition) diagram of Fig. 1. In this diagram, 
if a sequence t of quantifiers leads from the start node O0 to a node n, then n 
denotes the class of to-languages characterized by the prefix type t R (that is, the 
reverse sequence of t). Arrows from a set Ui of anonymous nodes to a node n stand 
for arrows from each node in Ui to n. Arrows from a set Ui of nodes to a set U s of 
nodes stand for those going to nodes in U s having unlabelled incoming arrows. 
Note that if a prefix type t contains V or 3 which preceeds 3 or V respectively, 
then t characterizes either one of O1-04 or R. At present, we do not know much 
3 J',,.._.7~ ~ V 
I .V  
VI I . "  311""  
• I I : : 
Us 
R 
],V, 3,V 
Fig. 1. 
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about the classes represented by nodes anonymous in the diagram. But when we 
divide them into five groups and name the unions of the classes of to-languages in
the groups U1, U2 , . . . ,  U5 as indicated in the diagram, then we know the following: 
(1) U1 and U2 are incomparable classes both properly included in U3 and in U4. 
(2) U3 and U4 are incomparable classes both properly included in Us. 
(3) U1 (U2, respectively) is properly included in 01 (02), but incomparable with 
02 (O1). 
(4) U3 (U4, respectively) is properly included in 03 (04), but incomparable with 
02 and 04 (O1 and 03). 
(5) U5 is properly included in R, but incomparable with O1-O4. In other words, 
arrows between 00-04, R, U1-U5 indicate proper inclusion, while nonexistence of 
arrows indicates incomparability of classes except O1 ~ 04, 02 ~ 03, U1 ~ U4, and 
U2~U3. (Compare (1) and (2) above with the corresponding relation between 
Oi-O4 and R; O1 and 02 are incomparable classes both properly included in Oa 
and 04; 03 and 04 are incomparable classes both properly included in R. See [5].) 
The fact that U5 is properly included in R is known [6], and others come from 
this together with (proper) inclusion of 00-04 and R [5] and the results indicated 
in the diagram. For instance, if U1_ U2, then R would be included in O2 (as the 
paths U, -> v O1 --> v 03 -> ~R and U2-* v U2 _..> V Lj 2 ._> :1 02  indicate), which is a contra- 
diction. (Note that the ar row 03--->3~ is a consequence of the fact U3~..~O 3 and 
U 3 --> 3 ~.) Similarly, if U 3 ~ U 1 were true, then the paths U3 -> t R and U 1 -> a U 1 imply 
that R __ U1 ( _  O1), which is again a contradiction. U1 ~ U4 follows from the fact 
that the prefixes 3 and 3 are commutative and so UI is the union of classes 
characterized by the prefix types ::l" ( n > 0), while U4 is the union of classes character- 
ized by the prefix types '¢m3" (m, n > 0). We omit other details of the proof. 
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